
SPANISH

During Spring 1 and 2, you will learn how to say what you study at school. You will be able to give justified 
opinions on these subjects using “me gusta(n)” and “es/son” by retrieving the concept of singular vs 
plural nouns and adjectives. Additionally, you will be introduced to the verb “hay” to say what there 
is/are in your school. You will also retrieve how to form negatives from Autumn term in Spanish by saying 
what isn’t in your school using “no hay”. You will learn to describe what you do at break time by forming 
the present tense in the “I” form. Finally, this learning journey seeks to broaden your  understanding of 
the contextual differences between the Spanish and British school systems. You will learn certain cultural 
differences, such as repeating the year in Spain.

VOCABULARY:
Tier 1 academic vocabulary:
me gusta(n) (I like); porque (because);
Tier 2 academic vocabulary:
Conjugate – to change a verb from its infinitive into a very with a person doing 
the action and time frame; 
Tense – when a verb is changed to show a different time frame infinitive – the 
basic form of a verb with no time nor person completing the action
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TUDOR HABITS: Being 
systematic, analytical and 
precise when dealing with 
difficult concepts such as 
conjugating verbs from the 
infinitive forms.
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Spring 2

Cultural 
opportunity: 
students will 
compare school 
systems in the UK 
with those in Spain

Extra depth:
Students will 
explore other 
endings of ar/ er/ 
ir verbs in the 
present tense
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